NAU LMS Selection and Migration Timeline


- Bb Learn 9 Released
- Bb 9.1 Beta Released (limited, hosted use)
- Moodle 2.0 Released (est.)
- Limited training on Moodle & Bb 9.1 offered
- Open training on New LMS Begins
- DECISION
- All New Courses in New LMS
- Vista No Longer Supported by Bb (end of co-production)

Additional Milestones to Consider:
- Develop Feature/Requirement Rubric
- Initial Communication to NAU on Process
- General Communication Plan Developed
- Vendor/User Demos
- Constituent Voting

Testing and Pilot: Moodle 2.0 and Bb 9.1
Continue testing and Pilot: Moodle 2.0 and Bb 9.1
Main migration effort begins

No more ITV
Moodle Pilot (2-4 courses)
Bb 9.1 Pilot (2-4 courses)
Co-Production: Vista and New LMS
End of "Public Access" to Vista